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dialects (and consequently to the Mon-Khmer) and proba
presents a mixture of those dialects with Sema
Regarding the last it should be pointed out that the wo
by which it differs from other languages of Malaya j
from Mon-Khmer have not yet been identified. It
besides probable that there are in them the vestiges of
original language of the Semang-Negritos, now lost,
becomes more certain when we consider the cases in wh
the Mon-Khmer languages agree primarily Uetween the
selves. In such cases it appears to be less arftl less probal
that these words of the Semang language come from
particular group of the great family of Mon-Khmer-Munc
Nikobar-Khasi -languages. The case is similar .w
the word " bird"; Semang has a particular root ka?4
while other languages have another roofc sim ; for "ehil<
Mon-Khmer-Munda-Nikobar-fchasi, etc., have the re
kwan while Semang has ican; for " hand " Semang h
cas while others have tai, ti.
Lastly a study of some ancient loans from Ary
throws some light on the classification of these languag<
Three of these loans are interesting. (1) Sansk]
jang&a is found under the forms ganaa, gan, Jon, jon, ji
ion, etc., in Sanfcali, Wa, Palong, Riang, Mon-Khm<
Senoi, Berisi and Jakun but is missing in Nikobarese3 Khai
Semang and the other Muncja languages. (2) Sanski
salaka seems to be missing in Munda and Nikobares
In Semang there are hah, Jiale, etc., which are. a litt
doubtful on account of the secondary forms : kli and hl\
Everywhere else we have salaka, dak, slik, sla, lila, I
(3) Sanskrit (u)daka is found everywhere under tl
forms dak, clab, dik> dok, etc1,, except in Khasi, W
Palong, Biang, Semang and probably Senoi. Jn!
1 The above is Pater Schmidt's  view.    But it may be  question
$ the A.Tistiic ^ords are at all derived from Indo-Aryan.—P. 0. B.

